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Metal-to-insulator transition in Pt-doped TiSe2 driven by
emergent network of narrow transport channels
Kyungmin Lee 1,2,3, Jesse Choe4, Davide Iaia5, Juqiang Li6, Junjing Zhao6, Ming Shi7, Junzhang Ma 7, Mengyu Yao7, Zhenyu Wang5,
Chien-Lung Huang 4, Masayuki Ochi8, Ryotaro Arita 9,10, Utpal Chatterjee 6, Emilia Morosan4, Vidya Madhavan5 and
Nandini Trivedi 1✉

Metal-to-insulator transitions (MIT) can be driven by a number of different mechanisms, each resulting in a different type of
insulator—Change in chemical potential can induce a transition from a metal to a band insulator; strong correlations can drive a
metal into a Mott insulator with an energy gap; an Anderson transition, on the other hand, due to disorder leads to a localized
insulator without a gap in the spectrum. Here, we report the discovery of an alternative route for MIT driven by the creation of a
network of narrow channels. Transport data on Pt substituted for Ti in 1T-TiSe2 shows a dramatic increase of resistivity by five orders
of magnitude for few % of Pt substitution, with a power-law dependence of the temperature-dependent resistivity ρ(T). Our
scanning tunneling microscopy data show that Pt induces an irregular network of nanometer-thick domain walls (DWs) of charge
density wave (CDW) order, which pull charge carriers out of the bulk and into the DWs. While the CDW domains are gapped, the
charges confined to the narrow DWs interact strongly, with pseudogap-like suppression in the local density of states, even when
they were weakly interacting in the bulk, and scatter at the DW network interconnects thereby generating the highly resistive state.
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy spectra exhibit pseudogap behavior corroborating the spatial coexistence of gapped
domains and narrow domain walls with excess charge carriers.
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INTRODUCTION
Pure 1T-TiSe2, whose crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1a,
undergoes a charge density wave (CDW) transition at TCDW=
200 K with a 2 × 2 × 2 charge order1. While the nature of this CDW
has been a matter of debate for decades, many of the recent
experimental studies favor the electronically driven CDW2–9,
consistent with the theoretical description of excitonic insula-
tor10,11. Nevertheless, a transport study has found finite resistivity
in polycrystalline TiSe2 samples at low temperature12, consistent
with metallic behavior. The sensitivity of the low-temperature
transport property on the synthesis condition13 suggests that the
observed metallic behavior in the polycrystalline sample is likely
due to self-doping (see Fig. 1b).
The temperature-dependent resistivity data on single crystals

(Fig. 2a) give a high-to-low temperature resistivity ratio ρ(300 K)/ρ
(2 K)= 10−α with an exponent α that is ≤0 for dopings x ≤ 0.015
(metallic behavior), and >0 (up to ~5) for x ≥ 0.02 (insulating
behavior), indicative of MIT at around x= 0.015–0.02 Pt doping
with a remarkable ~5 orders of magnitude increase in the scaled
resistivity compared to the x= 0 compound. [x is an average
nominal composition, which can vary locally within a crystal.]
Around this composition, the signatures of the CDW transition are
also obscured by the diverging resistivity, consistent with the
observation on the polycrystalline samples. The temperature
dependence of the resistivity in the insulating phase does not fit
either the activated form or variable range hopping, ρ � eðT0=TÞ

β

.
This is more clearly seen in the Zabrodskii plot14 (Supplementary
Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1), where the zero slope suggests

that the temperature dependence follows a power-law behavior,
without any exponential factor, as seen in Fig. 2b and the doping
dependence in Fig. 2c.
The high sensitivity of resistivity to Pt substitution as well as the

unusual temperature-dependent resistivity point toward a highly
unusual insulating state. In this paper, we use a combination of
electrical transport, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES), and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to determine
the mechanism for MIT in these compounds. Guided by the STM
and ARPES data, we propose a model of narrow metallic channels
on the domain walls of CDW, in an otherwise insulating
background (see Fig. 1), which potentially provides explanations
for the power-law temperature dependence of the resistivity, and
points to an alternative path to obtain an MIT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of Pt dopants
We find that Pt in 1T-TiSe2 has two effects: (1) Our Hall
measurements suggest that the Pt dopants introduce electron-
like carriers to the system (see Supplementary Fig. 2). Usually, such
carrier doping of a semimetal/semiconductor drives the system
towards a metallic phase; this, however, is the opposite of what
we find in 1T-PtxTi1−xSe2. (2) Our DFT calculations find that it is
energetically favorable for a Pt to substitute Ti rather than to
intercalate. (See Supplementary Note 3.) Its eg orbitals have higher
energy than the t2g orbitals of Ti, thus acting as a local potential
impurity. This Pt substitution is further corroborated by the shapes
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of the defects observed in topography images from scanning
tunneling microscopy (shown in Supplementary Fig. 7), and
reaffirms the experimental finding on polycrystalline samples12.

Pseudogap-like behavior observed in angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy
To gain insight into the MIT in 1T-PtxTi1−xSe2, we study the
evolution of the single-particle spectral function of the doped
single crystals from the metallic to the insulating regime using
ARPES. Figure 3a, d show the energy-momentum intensity maps
(EMIMs)15 around the L point for x= 0.1 and x= 0, respectively.
The EMIM depicts the ARPES intensity as a function of one of the
in-plane momentum components and electronic energy ω
referenced to the chemical potential μ, while keeping the other
orthogonal in-plane momentum component fixed. Both samples
show a hole-like band near the Γ point and its CDW shadow near
the L point. Compared to that of the x= 0 sample, the shadow
band of the x= 0.1 sample is much weaker and broader,
indicating the loss of long-range CDW correlation with doping.
Interestingly, the x= 0.1 sample shows suppression of the spectral
weight at the Fermi level near the L point, which we discuss next.
The contrast between doped and undoped samples can be

seen by examining the energy distribution curves (EDCs) in Fig. 3b,
e, which show ARPES data as functions of ω at a specific
momentum. To detect energy gaps near μ, it is necessary to
eliminate the effect of the Fermi function from the EDCs. This can

be approximately taken into account by employing symmetriza-
tion technique16,17. A different method to accomplish this is to
divide the EDCs by resolution-broadened Fermi function16,17. In
order to compare results obtained from these two different
techniques, we have conducted Fermi function division analysis of
the EDCs from x= 0.1 sample at various temperatures, which are
presented in Supplementary Fig. 6. These are similar to the data in
Fig. 3b. For x= 0, the symmetrized EDCs (Fig. 3e) exhibit a peak at
μ at all measured temperatures implying the absence of any
energy gap. The data for the x= 0.1 sample, (Fig. 3b) is markedly
different. At higher temperatures of T ≥ 103 K, the data show
peaks at μ, indicating the absence of an energy gap. With
decreasing temperature, however, the peaks of the symmetrized
EDCs appear away from μ, implying gapped electronic excitations.
It is to be noted that this energy gap is soft, meaning that there is
finite spectral weight at μ even at the lowest measured
temperatures. This prompts us to refer to this energy gap as a
pseudogap. We note that this pseudogap can be independently
verified from the STM data as well (Fig. 4h), as we will show later.
The temperature evolution of the energy gap can also be

investigated via leading-edge analysis of the ARPES data. To this
end, we focus on Fig. 3c, where we compare the leading edges of
the x= 0.1 sample and a polycrystalline gold sample at several
temperatures (14, 73, and 103 K). Comparisons at several other
temperatures (28, 43, 54, and 150 K) have been displayed in
Supplementary Fig. 5 of Supplementary Note 4. Collectively, these
figures show that the leading edge of the EDCs of the Pt-doped

Fig. 1 Crystal structure and schematics. a Crystal structure of 1T-TiSe2 and location of Pt when substituted. b Schematic band structure of
1T-TiSe2 with a valence band at the Γ point and a conduction band at the L point. The dashed lines indicate shadow bands due to CDW
formation. The as-grown sample is self-doped with the chemical potential within the conduction band. The solid horizontal lines represent the
chemical potential for the “pristine” system within the gap and the “self-doped” system within the conduction band. c Pt substitution for Ti in
1T-TiSe2 creates domain walls between different charge density wave (CDW) ordered domains. The CDW with ordering wavevector q= L
supports at least four types of domains in-plane, related to each other by lattice translations. (Form factor of the CDW may introduce
additional types of domains. See, e.g., ref. 73.) d, e Schematic local density of states based on scanning tunneling spectroscopy results shown in
Fig. 4g inside a CDW domain (d), showing the semiconducting gap of the pristine 1T-TiSe2 band structure, and on a CDW domain wall (e),
showing a pseudogap with power-law behavior.

Fig. 2 MIT in 1T-PtxTi1−xSe2 from transport measurements. a Resistivity (ρ/ρ300K) as a function of temperature for various Pt doping x. 1T-
PtxTi1−xSe2 initially shows metallic behavior but quickly becomes insulating with increasing x. b Log-log plot of resistivity vs. temperature for
single crystal data at temperatures below 50 K. c Power β (in ρ ~ T−β) vs. doping x, for single crystal measurements for the insulating samples.
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sample (x= 0.1) is shifted towards negative energy with respect to
that of gold at each measured temperature below 103 K indicating
the presence of an energy gap. This shift disappears for T ≥ 103 K,
which evidences the absence of an energy gap.
Interestingly, ARPES data suggest that the pseudogap does not

“close”, rather it gets “filled-up”. This can be seen by tracking the
peak positions of the symmetrized EDCs as a function of
temperature. For 14 K ≤ T ≤ 73 K we find that that the energy
location of the peak of each symmetrized EDC is practically the
same. There is, however, a monotonic increase in the spectral
weight at μ with increasing temperature from 14 K onward. Based
on this, we speculate that it is the gradual increase in spectral
weight at μ with increasing temperature that plays a dominant
role in the eventual disappearance of the pseudogap at higher
temperatures. These observations are reminiscent of the tem-
perature dependence of the pseudogap in underdoped cuprate
high-temperature superconductors18,19. We, however, do not
suggest that the pseudogap has the same origin in these two
very different systems.
We can obtain an estimate for T* associated with the filling up

of the pseudogap. To do this, we define a parameter
LðTÞ � 1� IðT ;0Þ

IðT ;ωpeakÞ, where I(T, ω) is the intensity of the symmetrized

EDC at ω, and ωpeak is the energy at the peak of the symmetrized
EDC. I(T, 0) is the intensity at μ. T* is then determined by the
temperature at which L vanishes20,21. From Fig. 3f, T* is estimated
to be ~90 K, which is consistent with the observation of peaks at μ
in the symmetrized EDCs for T ≥ 103 K in Fig. 3b as well as with the
leading edge comparison with Au shown in Fig. 3c.
ARPES data, therefore, reveal crucial information on the opening

of a pseudogap at the chemical potential, which provides potential

clues to the dramatic increase in resistivity with Pt-substitution, but
also leaves us with some unanswered questions on the origin of the
gap. Since the chemical potential shifts up into the conduction
band with doping, a transition to a band insulator cannot be the
origin of the gap. CDW is also unlikely to be the cause since
the ordering is stronger in the undoped sample which is gapless at
the chemical potential. In addition, we do not see evidence of
hybridization of the conduction band with another band separated
by the CDW wavevector. On the other hand, the fact that the gap
fills up with increasing temperature suggests that it is a correlation-
driven gap, which raises the question of why correlation effects in
Pt-substituted TiSe2 are so different from the parent TiSe2.

Domain wall network revealed by scanning tunneling
microscopy
To determine the origin of the pseudogap in 1T-PtxTi1−xSe2, we
turn to local properties using STM. 1T-PtxTi1−xSe2 single crystals
were cleaved at 80 K before being inserted into the STM head held
at 4 K. From STM topography shown in Fig. 4a–c (also see
Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Figs. 7–9), we find that
the sample becomes increasingly disordered with the Pt doping,
although the CDW survives as a short-range ordered state
(Supplementary Fig. 9). Through selective inverse Fourier trans-
form (explained in Supplementary Note 6), we can identify that
the origin of the disorder is due to the increase in the domain wall
density (see Fig. 5). This is consistent with the ARPES observation
that the back-folded band becomes broader and weaker with Pt-
doping.
The overall trend of the STM spectra with Pt doping can be seen

in the typical STM spectra obtained far from impurities or domain

Fig. 3 Pseudogap-like suppression in ARPES spectra. a ARPES energy-momentum intensity map (EMIM) for the x= 0.1 sample at T ~ 14 K
along ΓL direction. b Symmetrized EDCs as a function of temperature at the L point marked by the black dashed lines in a and d. The positive-
energy parts of the spectra are shown by dotted lines. c Comparison of the zoomed-in views close to μ of the leading edges of the EDCs from
the x= 0.1 sample and a polycrystalline gold sample at 14, 73, and 103 K. The leading edges of the EDCs of the Pt-doped sample are shifted
toward negative energy with respect to that of gold at 14 and 73 K. This shift, and hence the energy gap, is absent at 103 K. d, e are
respectively the same as a and b but for x= 0. f Temperature evolution of the filling up parameter LðTÞ � 1� IðT ;0Þ

IðT ;ωpeakÞ for the x= 0.1 sample.
The black arrow points to the anticipated value of T*, obtained from the extrapolation of L to zero. The red and blue arrows in b and
e correspond to the CDW replica bands due to zone folding. Black arrows correspond to the spectral features associated with the conduction
bands at the L point.
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walls for x= 0, 0.02, and 0.1 samples as shown in Fig. 4d. The U-
shape of the spectra is consistent with the band gap of a
semiconductor with a flat bottom representing the bulk indirect
band gap between the p-states and d- states. Intrinsic doping
leads to the Fermi energy μ being positioned close to the bottom
of the conduction band for each of these x values. A closer look at
the density of states (Supplementary Fig. 11) indicates that for
these pristine samples, the Fermi energy lies slightly inside the

conduction band, resulting in metallic transport behavior. STM
data show that the gap between the conduction and valence
bands increases with increasing x (dotted lines in Fig. 4d) which is
consistent with ARPES data in Fig. 3a, d.
We now focus on the behavior of the local density of states

(LDOS) in the x= 0.1 samples. An interesting picture emerges
from our study of dI/dV maps (measured at Vbias=−20mV in the
same area as the topography in Fig. 4c) that reveals regions with

Fig. 4 STM topography and tunneling spectra on PtxTi1−xSe2. a 14 nm × 14 nm TiSe2 topography image acquired at 4 K, I= 20 pA, and V=
100mV. The orange circles enclose CDW maxima. The inset represents a sketch of the CDW order distribution in the top Se layer. The large
(small) yellow dots indicate CDW maxima (minima). b 14 nm × 14 nm topography image of x= 0.02 Pt-doped TiSe2 acquired at 4 K, I= 200 pA,
and V= 50mV. The red line indicates a CDW domain wall. The orange circles enclose CDWmaxima. The inset is a magnified view of the region
within the black square. The orange line shows the π-shift between domains. On one side of the domain wall, the orange line intersects the
atoms while on the other side, it passes between the atoms. c 14 nm × 14 nm topography image of x= 0.1 Pt doped TiSe2 acquired at 4 K, I=
150 pA, and V= 100mV. The orange circles enclose CDW maxima. d Most common spectra measured for x= 0, 0.02, 0.1 doping. e Selective
inverse Fourier transform of CDW peaks calculated from b. The red line indicates the position of the CDW domain wall. The inset is a
magnified view of the area within the black box and the orange lines show the π-shift between domains. f dI/dV image recorded at V=
−20mV on the same area shown in c. g Averaged spectra measured on areas 1, 2, 3, and 4 of f. h dI/dV spectra averaged over the entire area
of f. The inset shows the difference between the averaged spectrum and the polynomial fit. In the topographies data, bright colors and dark
colors correspond to higher and lower heights respectively, while they correspond to higher and lower densities of states in dI/dV data,
respectively.
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different density-of-states behaviors. In the larger area region
within the domains denoted as 1 in Fig. 4f, g the density of states
is close to zero around μ with the conduction band bottom
seemingly shifted to higher energies. On the other hand, in the
regions denoted by 2, 3, and 4, spatially correlated with the
location of the domain walls as identified by the topography, we
observe a finite density of states around μ with a small pseudogap.
This suggests that there is a charge or spectral weight transfer
from the domains to the domain walls.
The spatially averaged spectrum shown in Fig. 4h shows

pseudogap, i.e., a depletion in the density of states relative to
background on an energy scale of 30meV around μ, which is
highlighted when a polynomial background is subtracted (see
inset to Fig. 4h as well as Supplementary Fig. 10). Of importance is
our observation that the energy scale of the pseudogap is
comparable to the one observed by ARPES. Similar pseudogap
features are not visible in the averaged spectra of the x=
0 samples (Supplementary Fig. 10). Based on this we can conclude
that the pseudogap feature for x= 0.1 sample can be indepen-
dently observed from STM and the associated energy scales
qualitatively agree with the ARPES observations. In addition, STM
provides a detailed local view that the Pt dopants disrupt the CDW

and affects the local electronic spectra (see also Supplementary
Note 5, and Supplementary Figs. 7–9). It is thus important to
understand the role of the Pt dopants theoretically.
It is encouraging that the pseudogap measured in ARPES agrees

with the pseudogap in the averaged density of states; it is,
however, unclear how with a finite density of states at zero
energy, the resistivity in the Pt-substituted samples could be 5
orders of magnitude larger than the as-grown samples.

Emergent network of narrow transport channels
The substituted Pt acting simply as scattering centers for the
charge carriers does not explain the extreme sensitivity of
transport property to doping. The Pt dopants, however, can
provide a pinning potential for the commensurate CDW. Following
the argument by Imry and Ma22, two dimensions is the lower
critical dimension for commensurate order with a random field.
This suggests that in TiSe2, which is a layered system with weak
interlayer coupling, Pt dopants can strongly disrupt the long-
ranged CDW order. This is consistent with the large heterogeneity
in the LDOS measured by STS in the doped samples (Fig. 4c, f, g),

Fig. 5 CDW domain walls. a 30 nm × 30 nm area recorded at 4 K, 100mV, and 20 pA, for 0% Pt doping. The inset shows the Fourier transform
of the topography. b Selective inverse Fourier transform of CDW peaks calculated from a. Consistent with previous STM data on pristine
samples, the domain wall density is very low. In fact, there are no domain walls in this area. c 30 nm × 30 nm area recorded at 300mK, 100mV,
and 20 pA, for 0.02% Pt doping. The inset shows the Fourier transform. d Selective inverse Fourier transform of CDW peaks calculated from c.
A network of domain walls (seen as short streaks in the principle crystalline directions) is visible. e–h Magnified views of the smaller
rectangular areas shown in c and d indicated as 1 and 2 are shown in (e and f) and 2 (g and h), respectively. The red lines indicate CDW
domain walls. The orange lines indicate the π-shift between two CDW domains. The phase shift can be seen clearly in e and g by tracking the
positions of the atoms across the domain walls.
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and also provide a possible explanation for the dramatic impact of
doping on transport.
The large resistance increase and the transition to an insulating

phase suggest a model in which the introduction of Pt in TiSe2
produces an irregular network of channels as shown by the STM
images. Our DFT calculations indicate a large potential difference
between Ti and a Pt impurity that substitutes for Ti. The effect of
such an impurity on a CDW material is akin to a stone impacting a
glass surface and producing cracks. While the understanding of
the precise mechanism for the creation of domain walls is left for a
future study, our results paint a picture of the consequences of
having domain walls after Pt substitution. The STM LDOS indicates
that the charge within the self-doped TiSe2 moves into the
domain walls creating a large full gap inside domains and a
weaker pseudogap within the domain wall. Thus dc transport
occurs primarily via the network of domain walls with the
resistance being dominated at the interconnects.
The power-law ρ(T) has previously been observed in (quasi-)

one-dimensional systems23–38 and was interpreted as due to
Luttinger liquid physics. In such a scenario, the power-law
suppression of the LDOS should be due to the tunneling of an
electron into a system in which the elementary particles are not
electrons but fractionalized charge and spin bosonic collective
modes. In spite of the suppressed LDOS, the resistance of a clean
Luttinger channel vanishes at zero temperature39, except for the
contact resistance. This is a singular example of the role of vertex
corrections in strongly modifying the transport behavior from that
reflected in the single-particle Greens function and LDOS. The
observed resistivity ρ ~ T−β in this case then should arise from
strong scattering at the interconnects of the network of Luttinger
channels created in Pt-substituted TiSe2—a Luttinger liquid
junction formed between intersecting channels can lead to a
diverging resistance40.
Networks of metallic domain walls have previously been

observed in Cu-intercalated TiSe2
41, and also in other contexts:

integer quantum Hall systems42, magnetically ordered systems43,
nearly commensurate charge density wave systems44, and also
recently in moiré systems45–48 with periodic networks determined
by the moiré pattern. Remarkably, power laws have also been
observed in the mass transport through a network of dislocations
in solid 4He generated by a pressure difference49, suggesting a
more ubiquitous occurrence of the network of narrow channel
transport. The mechanism for the generation of networks is
system-specific—disorder, quench, dislocation, etc. Nevertheless,
the transport properties at temperatures below the domain gap
scale are determined by the electronic structure of the network, as
well as its connectivity. A recent theoretical work shows that a
network of Luttinger channels supports a stable insulating fixed
point with power-law temperature dependence50.
Let us point out that Luttinger liquid network is not the only

explanation for the power-law-like temperature dependence. Another
possible mechanism for an insulating behavior with power-law
temperature dependence is the “rare chain hopping”51–56, which
describes the transport behavior of percolating channels whose
resistivity is controlled by the connectivity to the network. It leads to a
much weaker T dependence compared to variable range hopping,
which may appear as a power law in a limited temperature range.
Nevertheless, the formation of one-dimensional conduction channels
is a crucial ingredient in the rare chain hopping model.
In summary, through a collective study of transport, ARPES, and

STS, we argue that the low energy insulating behavior in Pt-doped
TiSe2 arises as a result of an interplay between electron correlation
and disorder, and is governed by an emergent network of CDW
domain walls behaving as narrow channels of low energy transport
(see Fig. 1c–e).

Going further, it would be interesting to study whether the MIT
mechanism discussed here applies to other systems with CDW.
Immediate questions specific to TiSe2 are how unique is the effect
of Pt, and whether other substitutions act similarly. Our preliminary
investigations with other substitutions indicate a much smaller
increase of resistivity, by less than an order of magnitude, as
opposed to the five orders of magnitude increase with Pt.
More broadly, our finding that the CDW domain walls provide

one-dimensional channels of transport has implications for other
CDW systems. In the Cu-intercalated TiSe2 where superconductivity
and the incommensurate CDW are observed around the same
doping57, the domain walls could play a major role by channeling
electrons into these narrow channels and thereby enhance
correlation effects for superconductivity and magnetism. As was
pointed out in ref. 58, when the superconductivity coexists with the
CDW close to commensurate-incommensurate transition, the
network of domain walls can lead to percolative superconductivity.

METHODS
First-principles calculation
The first-principles band structure and the partial density of states (pDOS)
of pure TiSe2 and PtSe2 were calculated using the modified Becke–Johnson
potential59,60 as implemented in the WIEN2k package61. Spin–orbit
coupling was not included in the calculation throughout this paper. For
simplicity, in these calculations, we used the experimental lattice constants
a= 3.537 Å and c= 6.007 Å for TiSe2

12 and a= 3.7278 Å and c= 5.0813 Å
for PtSe2

62 with the fixed internal coordinate cSe= 0.25 where Ti or Pt is
placed on the c= 0 plane.
For the energy comparison between different Pt positions, we optimized

the crystal structures using the DFT-D3 energy functional63 as implemen-
ted in the Vienna ab initio simulation package64–68. Calculations for the
cases (2) and (3) employed the 6 × 6 × 2 supercell.
For the calculation of the onsite energies of the Wannier orbitals, we

calculated the band structure of PtTi17Se36 using the 3 × 3 × 2 supercell,
and then extracted the Wannier functions of the Pt-eg+ Ti-t2g model using
the WIEN2K, WIEN2WANNIER, and WANNIER90 softwares69–72. We omitted
the maximal localization procedure. The crystal structure was fixed
throughout the calculations for simplicity.

Growth
Single crystals of PtxTi1−xSe2 were grown by chemical vapor transport
using excess Se as the transport agent. Stoichiometric amounts of Pt and
Ti, as well as Se power with approximately 50% excess Se by mass were
sealed in evacuated quartz tubes of approximately 6 inches in length and
0.5 inches in diameter. Samples were heated in a gradient furnace for ten
days minimum at a gradient of 900–1100 °C then cooled to room
temperature. Reported doping amounts in this study are for nominal
compositions.

ARPES
Temperature-dependent ARPES measurements on undoped and Pt-doped
1T-TiSe2 single crystals were performed using a Scienta R4000 electron
analyzer at the SIS beamline of Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute,
Switzerland. The measurements were performed using plane-polarized
light with 45 eV photon energies (hν). The energy and momentum
resolutions were approximately 10–20meV and 0.0055 Å−1, respectively.

STM
The experiment was performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system with
a base pressure lower than 10−10 mbar and at a temperature of ~4 K. The
samples were cleaved at room temperature and immediately inserted into
the STM scanner at 4 K. Differential conductance (dI/dV) spectra were
acquired using a standard lock-in technique.
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